Interview on IOW

19 November 2022 - 16:00-17:00 (4:00-5:00 pm) CET time

Ornimi Web-TV LingualInAzione

Event organized by ILSA (Insegnanti Italiano Lingua Seconda Associati) [Association of Italian L2 teachers].

On behalf of IOW Editorial Board, Paola Giorgis, Victoria Odeiyini and Andrea C. Valente were interviewed by Ornimi Web-TV about the dictionary In Other Words as educational resource. The title of the event is: *In altre parole/le parole altre. Dizionario contestualizzato per problematizzare l’alterità* [In Other Words/ Words ‘Other’. A Contextualized dictionary to problematize Otherness].

After a short presentation of the dictionary, several examples were given of how IOW dictionary can be used as a critical, intercultural, and interdisciplinary educational resource.

(in Italian)